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Introduction 

Virginia pine (Pinus virginiana MILLER) is a common tree 
of eastern United States. It is characterized by two leaves 
(4-8 cm long) per fascicle; bloomy branchlets; oblong. 
dark brown, very rasinous buds; cones 4-8 cm long with 
prickles; and dark brown bark fissured into small scaly 
plates. It is a close relative of jack pine (P. banksiana 
LAMB.) of northern United States and of lodgepole pine (P. 
contorta ENGELM.) of western United States. As in those 
species the cones are persistent. Its form is similar to 
that of jack pine - widespread crown and crooked boles if 
grown in the Open or straight but branchy if grown in dense 
stands. 

The natural range of Virginia pine extends along the 
Coastal Plain from New York to Virginia and along the Ap- 
palachian Mountains from Pennsylvania to central Ala- 
bama, and west of the Appalachians to southern Indiana 
and northwestern Mississippi. Atlhough it occurs naturally 
in 16 states, half the commercial volume is in North Caro- 
lina and Virginia. 

In 1922 SARGENT described Virginia pine as a scrub tree 
usually 30-40 ft tall (occasionally 100 ft) inhabiting poor 
soils, occasionally manufactured into lumber or used for 
firewood. At that time it was of little economic importance 
(SNOW, 1960). Then and for many years afterward any 
Virginia pine planting was done primarily to obtain a 
ground Cover on eroded, sterile soils. But in recent years 
it has been recognized as an important pulpwood species 
north of the loblolly pine (P. taeda L.) Zone. It can grow 
rapidly, especially in youth, on infertile sites and produces 
good pulpwood if grown in closed stands. Hence, several 
paper companies are now interested in development of bet- 
ter strains for practical use. 

Research on racial variation of Virginia pine was started 
in Maryland by CRAIG D. WHITESELL who in 1957 started 
Trial No. 1, using trees grown from seed collected in 16 
different parts of the natural range. These were found to 
differ in survival and growth rate (GENYS, 1966; GENYS and 
FORBES, 1973). Trial No. 2, with 21 seedlots, was started a 
year later and is the subject of this paper. The objectives 
of both trials were to determine the natural variation pat- 
tern, the extent of genetic variation in various traits, and 
regions giving the best seed for specific planting areas. 

Material and Methods 

In 1956 and 1957 seeds were collected from 21 natural 
stands located in 13 states from Pennsylvania to Alabama 
(WHITESELL, 1959; Table 1 of this paper). In each stand the 
seeds were collected from 6-20 trees. The stands ranged in 
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elevation from 30-2,400 ft, both extremes occuring in Vir- 
ginia. 

The seeds were sown broadcast in unreplicated plots in 
the Maryland State Forest Tree Nursery at  Harmans in 
April 1958. In 1959 and 1960 ten replicated test plantationc 
were established in Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, 
Tennessee, Alabama, Michigan and West Virginia, using 
1-0 or 1-1 stock. Because of hardwood competition, mouse 
damage, etc. five of the test plantations had very poor 
survival and have been discarded. Data on the remaining 
five, which had high survival and produced useful results, 
are summarized in Table 2. 

Of the five most useful plantations, three in Maryland 
were measured during the winter of 1970-71 when the 
trees were 13 years old from seed. The two in Tennessee 
and Michigan were measured two years later, when the 
trees were 15 years old from seed. At the time of measure- 
ment, all plantations had closed canopies (except where 
mortality had been high), and the lower branches had died 
from shading. 

Measurements included height and mortality at  all 
places; diameter in all plantations except in Michigan; stem 
form in Maryland and Michigan plantations; and winter 
injury and cone production in Michigan. An analysis of 
variance was performed on each set of measurement data 
from a single plantation, using plot means as items and 
seedlot X replicate interaction as the error term. 

Simple product-moment correlations were calculated be- 
tween each of 34 variables, 6 relating to site of origin and 
28 relating to growth measurements made in the planta- 

Figure 1. - Range of Virginia pine; numbered dots show the loca- 
tions of seed sources, and circled dots stand for locations of re- 
search plantations (S. MICH. - Kalamazoo Co., Michigan; W. MD. 
- Alleghany Co., Maryland; N. C. MD. - Baltimore Co., Md.; 
S. MD. - Charles Co., Md.; and S. TENN. - Hamilton Co., Ten- 

nessee). 
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